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Abstract. We describe the participation of MIRACLE group in the
QA track at CLEF. We participated in three subtasks and presented
two systems that works in Spanish. The first system is a traditional QA
system and was evaluated in the main task and the Real-Time QA pilot.
The system features improved Named Entity recognition and shallow lin-
guistic analysis and achieves moderate performance. In contrast, results
obtained in RT-QA shows that this approach is promising to provide an-
swers in constrained time. The second system focus in the WiQA pilot
task, that aims at retrieving important snippets to complete a Wikipedia.
The system uses collection link structure, cosine similarity and Named
Entities to retrieve new and important snippets. Although the experi-
ments have not been exhaustive it seems that the performance depends
on the type of concept.

1 Introduction

In our third participation in CLEF@QA task, the MIRACLE group took part in
the main task and two pilot task, Real Time-QA and WiQA. All the submissions
used Spanish as source and target language. We submitted two different runs for
each of the tasks.

The QA system and the core set of tools have been developed along previuous
evaluations[3]. We have enhanced all the modules in terms of functionality and
architecture. As of functionality, we have improve the recognition, classification
and normalization of complex expressions like Named Entities and Temporal
Expresions. We have explored different ways to take into account them in the
main QA task and their role to signal important and new information in the
WiQA task.
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The system has also been adapted to some extent to the new requirements
of 2006 QA task[5]. Questions no longer are provided with a question type and
therefore the system should infer it. The normalization of timexes was partially
accomplised for the evaluation submission and it also improved results for tempo-
rally restricted questions. The guidelines also required short passages supporting
the answers. New questions types were also introduced in the main task, in par-
ticular list of factoids. Although our system is prepared to categorize all the new
types, the extraction for the List type worked as in factoids which have shown
inssuficient. The same system was used for the Real Time QA task that consider
not only accuracy but also takes into account the time to produce and answer.

As a result of the architectural improvements, the system is modular enough
to make easier the reuse of different modules. A basic system for the WiQA
task[13] was assembled in less than two weeks. In a few words, the aim of the
task is completing a Wikipedia article about a topic with new and important in-
formation from other pages. The task has some resemblance to other information
access tasks like ’Other’ questions in TREC evaluations[4], novelty detection[7]
and multi-document summarization.

The task uses the WikipediaXML [8] collection which is an XML version of
Wikipedia produced for several languages. It is also a semistructured document
collection with rich link structure. It includes links between articles in the same
language subcollection and also links between articles in different languages. The
systems should locate new information that is relevant enough for the topic to
be included in the Wikipedia article.

2 System Description

Our toolkit is composed of a set of language analysis tools that are used in several
applications and task specific modules. The same QA system was used in the
main task and Real-Time QA pilot task with exactly the same configuration. The
system is organized in the classic pipelined arquitecture and performs Question
Analysis, Information Retrieval and Answer Extraction.

A different system was built for the WiQA task that only performs an specific
kind of information retrieval task, that is subdivided in Candidate Selection,
Novelty Detection and Ranking.

2.1 Language Analysis

The three modules of the QA system and the WiQA Novelty Detection system
uses the same tools for Language Analysis.

The main component of the Language Analysis module are DAEDALUS
STILUS[12] analyzer service. STILUS provides tokenization, sentence detection
and token analysis for Spanish. The analysis of tokens include information about
POS tags, lemmas and other morphological features such as number and tense.
The analysis is also enriched with semantic information which is stored in a dic-
tionary of common Named Entities (NE) extracted from several resources. Those
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NE are organized following Sekine’s typology[11]. Themathic relations and geo-
graphical relations for some of those NE are also given although we have not used
them in the QA system yet. This tool has been developed for spell, grammar and
style checking in mind and therefore is very exhaustive in language coverage and
their analysis, even if some are infrequent uses. As this tool is reused for this task it
does not include a proper POS tagger or chunking like other text analysys toolkits
focused in Information Extraction tasks. In contrast it has excellent performance
for large quantities of text and is fast, stable and robust.

In order to adapt the output of STILUS to the processing requirements of the
QA task we have added some more language analysis modules. A very basic set
of rules remove infrequent uses of some common words based on contextual in-
formation. To improve recognition of NE, in particular recall, another set of rules
are used. This step recognizes and groups tokens based on the previous informa-
tion and other ortographic, contextual and structural features. Most semantic
information is retained and even some rules could add new entity class informa-
tion to the analysis. This module has been revised and improved since last year
submission. We have also include some improvements in Temporal Expressions
(TE) recognition and normalization that for the time of our submissions was in
a preliminary stage but seem to be effective for common cases.

2.2 QA Arquitecture

The same system was used in the QA main task and Real-Time QA. Linguistic
analysis can be performed on-line or off-line. On-line processing is performed only
on the canditate documents, while off-line processing is applied to the whole
collection. We have used full on-line processing for all our submissions. The
following sections explain in more detail each of the modules.

Question analysis. This module has been extended to deal with new kind of
questions and the fact that the question type would not be given as an explicit
input to the systems.

The question analysis module transform the question string into a common
representation used throughout the system. Our question model is very simple
as we lack complex analysis resources. We characterize each question with the
following features[9]: question type (QT), expected answer type (EAT), question
focus (QF), answer type term, query terms and relevant terms. Query terms
(Qterms) are those considered to retrieve candidate documents and are used
to build queries. On the other hand, relevant terms (Rterms) are a broader set
of terms that could help to locate an answer but would retrieve a lot of noisy
documents if used in the queries.

Question classification is carried in two steps. First, question is classified re-
garding their QT and later on the EAT is assigned. We have used a set of
handwritten rules to perform question type classification. Four question types
are detected, Factoids (F), Temporally Restricted Factoids (T), Lists (L) and
Definitions (D). Besides common patterns, the classification use specific infor-
mation for any of the types. For instance. the detection of TE usually signals for
T questions and the use of plurals usually signals L questions.
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The EAT is also assigned using rules and lists of related words generated by
a linguist. This year we improved coverage for this classification by adding more
patterns and extending the lists. F,L and T questions share the rules and the
same hierarchy of EAT used last year[3]. For D questions the type reflects the
object to describe or action to take (Person, Organization, Other or Acronym
expansion) and uses mainly the information of our NE recognition module.

Document retrieval. We used Xapian[14] for the retrieval stage. Xapian is an
open source engine based on the probabilistic retrieval model that includes the
Okapi BM25 scoring funtion [6]. The collection has been indexed using simple
terms stemmed with Snowball stemmer[10] for Spanish and query terms are
processed in a similar fashion.

Simple Qterms are used in the query and composed with boolean operators.
First Nd candidate documents are selected by the retrieval step and analyzed.
All the sentences that contain a number of relevant terms from the questions are
considered for further processing. We have experimented with different criteria to
select sentences based on how to account for Named Entities and other complex
terms.

Answer selection. We have developed filters for every EAT in our system
that identify candidate answers from the set of relevant sentences previously
identified. A local score is calculated for every pair of answer and sentence con-
sidering the document score and the frequency of Rterms. Every term receives
credit in inerse proportion to their frequency in the set of selected sentences for
a question. We consider two methods regarding complex terms, the first com-
putes the score using complex terms without decompounding while the second
decompose them and use the complex terms and all the simple ones except
stopwords.

In a second step, similar candidate answers are conflated and a new global
score is generated. When grouping several candidate answers, the one with the
higher score is selected as representantive for that group, together with its snip-
pet. A redundancy score is calculated by counting the number of snippets in
a group up to a maximum of Nr. A global score is assigned to the group that
combines the local score (using weigth wls) and the normalized redundancy score
(wrs) to produce a confidence between 0 and 1. The values used in our experi-
ment has been assigned manually and are Nr = 10, wls = 0.9, wrs = 0.1.

2.3 WiQA Arquitecture

For solving the WiQA task, we consider that a system should have at least these
three modules: Candidate selection, Novelty detection and Importance Ranking.
The evaluation and retrieval unit for the task is the sentence, and therefore most
of the operations proceed at this level. As the system was developed in a short
period of time, most of the effort was given to the novelty detection step.
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Candidate Selection. This module selects sentences that are related to the
article that we are completing. The article is described by a title, which for an
specific language collection is unique as the Wikipedia uses the title as the id.
There are several alternatives to retrieved reated content but in our system we
rely on the link structure between articles, in particular inlinks. We call inlinks
those internal links (which use tag collectionlink) that refer to the query article.
This approach is very precise and selects sentences that are clearly related to
the query because the link is unambiguous. On the other hand, not all mentions
are linked to an article, so this approach could leave important information
out.

The collection has been stored using an open source XML database, Berkeley
DBXML [1]. We use XQuery to retrieve relevant passages that have inlinks
to the query article. Several structural indexes have been created to support
efficient queries. We have experimented with diferent sizes for the passages, using
sentences and paragraphs marked in the XML structure.

Novelty Detection. This module filters sentences that are near duplicates to
those already in the article. We have implemented novel sentence detection by a
combination of two measures, cosine similarity between sentences and the ratio
of novel an already present Named Entities (NE).

Cosine similarity has been proposed as a simple and effective measure to
detect similarity between sentences [2]. To calculate cosine similarity we index
the original article in a sentence by sentence basis and compare each of the
candidate sentences to them.

Our second novelty measure is based on the presence and absence of NE in
a broad sense, considering quantities and temporal expressions. We believe that
the presence of these facts is probably a signal for important information in
reference texts like Wikipedia. For every candidate sentence, we obtain three
related measures, the number of NE that appear in the article, the number of
new NE and the ratio.

The final decision step uses manually defined thresholds that were obtained
in a small and separate development set. The first threshold requires a minimun
number of common NE to consider the sentence. Another threshold filters sen-
tences with high similarity. Finally, the third threshold filter those sentences in
which the ratio of new NE is not significant.

2.4 Ranking

The third module should present the sentences in a appropiate order to the
user. We have used the information that we had available at that point and
we have tried different combinations of the two previous measures, NE ratio of
novel entities and cosine similarity. These measures have been obtained using
a small development set, and again a more principled way of scoring should be
considered.
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3 Results

3.1 QA Main Task

Two runs were submitted to the Spanish monolingual task. they differ in the way
they weight multiwords or complex terms like NE, TE and numerical expressions.
As we index the EFE collection using simple terms it was not clear which strategy
works best for selecting and scoring sentences. We have tried two different simple
alternatives in each of the runs. Run mira01eses selects and scores sentences
considering the whole multiword which favour high precision. In contrast, run
mira02eses decomposes the term and use in addition simple terms which favour
recall.

Table 1 presents the official results for factual (F), definition (D) and tempo-
rally restricted questions (T) for the two monolingual spanish runs submitted.

Table 1. Evaluation results for MIRACLE main task runs

Run R X U Acc(%) F(%) T(%) D(%) L(%) NIL-F r
mira061eses 37 3 6 18.50 21.30 15.00 16.67 10.00 0.34 0.136
mira062eses 41 4 7 20.50 21.30 17.50 23.81 10.00 0.35 0.145

Performance for the two runs is very similar although the runs differ moder-
ately between them. Run mira062, which decomposed complex terms and use the
term and its decomposition, obtain better score specially in T and D questions.
This fact should be taken with care as just the first answer has been evaluated
and we believe that more significant differences would appear we consider a larger
number of answers per question. Compared with our last year performance, we
have improve the accuracy for T questions. In contrast, D questions are of in-
creasing difficulty and are responsible for the loss in performance together with
L questions for which we did not designed an special strategy.

The correlation between the confidence score given by the system and the
correctness it is also better for the run mira062 but much lower than last year.
Problems with the confidence function remains as it often assign the same score
to several candidates which results in random selection and a loss in accuracy.

3.2 Error Analysis

It is important to estimate the causes for low scores got this year, analysing
which module in the general system is the main responsible for the errors. Of
course errors in a QA system cannot be assigned to only one subsystem, and
this should be beared in mind when judging the following error analysis. The
estimation of errors for run mira061eses are shown in the Table 2. In the first
column, we show the percentage of error types with respect to the total of errors
considering Wrong, ineXact and Unsupported (in the case of mira061eses, 154
questions). It seems that most of the errors these year are dued to the document
retrieval stage.
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Table 2. Error analysis for run mira061

Error type % errors
Question classification 7,79
Question analysis 18,18
Document retrieval 38,96
Sentence selection 3,89
Answer extraction 11,03
Answer ranking 20,12

3.3 Real-Time QA

It is acknowledged that some of the interesting scenarios for a QA system impose
time constraints that limit the processing and resources a system can use to
answer a question. This pilot task which was performed live during the CLEF
2006 workshop explores the trade off between answer accuracy and processing
time. The systems answered 20 question in monolingual Spanish and the time
taken was recorded.

We submitted two runs with the same configuration than mira062eses, using
on-line document processing. In the current configuration our system analyzes
the whole document and therefore it was natural to use the number of documents
retrieved Nd as the independent variable. The first run used 100 documents while
the second run used only 40 documents. After the workshop we have performed
additional experiments using only 10 documents and have measured the times
more accurately in the same question set. We have also changed the system to
use the EFE collection preprocessed with STILUS. NE detection and filtering is
still performed on-line. The system runs in a mixture of Java and C++ (Xapian,
STILUS) in a Linux laptop with a 1,7GHz and 1GB of memory.

Table 3. Evaluation results for MIRACLE Real Time QA runs

Time(s)
Run Nd MRR on-line off-line
official run 1 100 0.41 549(496) 156
official run 2 40 0.33 198(182) 73
unofficial run 3 10 0.30 48 14

The results show that Real-Time QA could be achieved with a simple arqui-
tecture like the one presented. Although not realistic for moderate size and large
collections, in the case of corpus preprocessing the system could answer in less
than a second per question if using only the first 10 documents. The time for
processing a questions is reduced in a factor of three or four. Besides the need for
obvious improvements like processing in a sentence by sentence basis, the results
support the idea that research on specific approaches of IR for QA is needed to
maintain accuracy scores in RT-QA.
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3.4 QA over Wikipedia

Our group submitted two runs to the WiQA subtask using the Spanish subcol-
lection. Both runs used the same modules but in a different configuration. The
main difference between runs are the length of the context that is considered for
candidate selection. The first run mira-IS-CN-N uses only sentences that link to
the article while and the second run mira-IP-CN-CN considers the whole para-
graph related. Parameter and ranking function were tuned manually for the two
runs.

The Spanish subtask consisted in a total of 67 topics that were developed
by participant teams. The 50 first topics were correctly tagged as PERSON,
LOCATION or ORGANIZATION and had a distribution of length from stubs to
articles. The other 17 topics were considered optional but as category information
was not considered results are similar. We report results for the official topics
in Table 4. The average yield of sentences is about one for each of the methods
being run mira-IP-CN-CN more precise as it returns less results. In general, both
methods return only a small number of sentences. We believe that this is the
effect of the candidate selection method, that uses only links, and the structure
of the links in the Spanish collections. A method using content retrieval would
have probably returned more candidate sentences.

Table 4. Evaluation results

Run #topics #snippets #i #i + n #i + n + nr. Av. Y ield MRR P@10
mira-IS-CN-N 50 176 96 62 54 1.08 0.24 0.31
mira-IP-CN-CN 50 310 115 74 52 1.04 0.24 0.17

In Table 5, we analyze the performance of the runs regarding the different class
of topics from the official set. Topics where classified as Person (P), Location
(L) and Organization (O). Significant differences are appreciated in each of the
classes for the two runs. For P topics the run based on paragraphs performs
much better, while the results are completely different for L topics. We believe
that the difference arise as paragraphs that link to a location are not always
related and locations often appear in tables and lists.

Table 5. Results by NE category for the official topics

Run #category #topics Av.Y ield MRR P@10
mira-IS-CN-N P 17 0.76 0.17 0.30
mira-IP-CN-CN P 17 1.47 0.31 0.22
mira-IS-CN-N L 17 1.12 0.25 0.29
mira-IP-CN-CN L 17 0.47 0.15 0.08
mira-IS-CN-N O 16 1.38 0.31 0.33
mira-IP-CN-CN O 16 1.19 0.27 0.20
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4 Conclusion and Future Work

We have described our QA system developed for the main QA task and the
Real-Time QA pilot. The system has featured several improvements in all of
their modules but there has not been a general remarkable improvement in their
performance compared with last year. In contrast, for some question types and
some answer types we have obtained singular improvements.

Most of the errors have been identified as part of the Retrieval and Answer
selection modules. Visual inspection of the results and feedback from casual real
users have shown that extractions are still very noisy and a source of distrust.
Besides being brittle, answer extraction is also one of the most time consum-
ing task for developing a QA system. Further work is expected to approach
these problem by learning patterns for extraction and filtering candidates. A
second problem that remains unsolved is ranking and confidence estimation in
a principled way. On the other hand, retrieval also need to be addressed and we
planned to experiment with passage in addition to sentence selection. All these
changes and other performance improvements are in keeping with the objective
of providing answers in real time.

We also presented a second system that uses the same core elements to solve
a different but related task, WiQA. We believe this task could help to select
important information about a topic even if the user does not know enough
about it to formulate a question. This could be helpful in an interactive QA
system. A problem that we already foresaw while building the system is related
to the initial retrieval of candidate sentences, which in our case use link structure.
During the workshop differences in the distribution of links for the Spanish,
English and Dutch topics seemed to matter for these initial step. Nevertheless,
the most important problem of this task consist on modelling importance for a
topic and these is implicit to the difference performance for difference types we
hae obtaines.

An interesting fact about this task, it is that given a semistructured corpus
like WikipediaXML it seems easy to build a multilingual system and it provides
and interesting scenario for cross-lingual retrieval.
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